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CALL FOR APS GENERAL-USER PROPOSALS
The Advanced Photon Source is open to experimenters who can benefit from the brightest hard x-ray beams in the Western Hemisphere. 

General-user proposals for beam time during Run 2010-1 are due by Friday, July 9, 2010.
Information on access to beam time at the APS is at http://www.aps.anl.gov/Users/apply_for_beamtime.html or contact Dr. Dennis Mills, DMM@aps.anl.gov, 630/252-5680.
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A new class of layered oxide materials discovered thanks to

research at the U.S. Department of Energy’s Advanced Photon Source

(APS) at Argonne National Laboratory offers scientists unprecedented

opportunities for creating the next generation of electronic devices.

These materials show intricate physical properties, resulting in a rich col-

lection of phenomena including magnetic ordering, metal insulator tran-

sitions, superconductivity, magneto-resistivity, and ferroelectricity. Using

these properties and the ability to tune them, scientists hope to create a

new generation of all-oxide electronics that will enable new device func-

tionalities not presently achievable.

A key challenge in creating this new class of electronics is finding

materials that can operate above room temperature, and sorting out how

subtle changes in their structure or composition influences their proper-

ties. Recently, scientists at Argonne, Ames Laboratory, the University of

Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, and Oak Ridge National Laboratory dis-

covered such a phenomenon with research performed at the X-ray

Science Division beamlines 6-ID and 33-BM at the APS.

The work, recently published in Nature Materials, and led by scien-

tists at Argonne, utilized grazing incidence x-ray diffraction to discover

why thin films of La⅓Sr⅔MnO3, a well-known antiferromagnet, could sig-

nificantly change the magnetic ordering temperature. Typically, this sys-

tem magnetically orders at 250K (TN), well below room temperature and

therefore not readily functional in an electronic device. By designing the

film in a superlattice analog the team managed to demonstrate magnet-

ic order above room temperature.

Scientists at the Argonne Materials Science Division, Center for

Nanoscale Materials, and the APS proposed a simple experiment: In the

La⅓Sr⅔MnO3 (alloy) film, both the lanthanum (La) and strontium (Sr) are

randomly distributed. With very different atomic radii, one anticipates a

local structural disturbance. If one were to separate the La and Sr into

planes of their own, one expects disorder to be reduced and perhaps an

increase in the TN. As anticipated, the ordering temperature indeed

rose, by a significant 70K, the first time this compound would be mag-

netic above room temperature.

As is often the case in science, the measurement told a more fas-

cinating story. The x-ray diffraction demonstrated that the random alloy

film had an unexpected distortive structural periodicity, three unit cells

long. The result was a strong local atomic distortion. However, in the

superlattice, this periodicity was suppressed. This feature is likely a

strain relief mechanism mitigating the tensile stress generated by forcing

the film to larger lattice parameters imposed by the larger SrTiO3 sub-

strate. What, then, mitigates the strain in the superlattice film? What

occurs is the unprecedented emergence of an ultra-long distortive order,

a 60-unit-cell super-periodicity. The dramatic rise of the magnetic order-

ing temperature was simply due to the reduction of local disorder as the

atoms oscillated over much longer length scales. In reality, the superlat-

tice film is more than just a simple analog, it is a new material with its

own inherent characteristics.

Fundamentally, atoms will always seek the place of lowest energy.

As we confine, engineer, and chemically select the atoms where and

how we would like them, the system will collectively respond to find new

local minima. The task is to discover and understand the nature of such

local minimum energy states and learn how they may enhance or per-

haps hinder the application of these new exciting materials.

— Philip Ryan
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(A) Cartoon model of the ordered perovskite material showing both
lanthanum (green) and strontium (purple) randomly occupying the
same site. The oxygen (red) atom forms an octahedral symmetry
around the manganese atom. Grazing incidence x-ray diffraction pre-
sented in (B) presents evidence of the distinctive short range structur-
al order. A model image of the superlattice system shown in (C) illus-
trates the alignment of the lanthanum and strontium into separate
planes. Our diffraction result, (D), demonstrates the suppression of
the short order but the emergence of the long-range order. It is impor-
tant to consider when creating novel material systems that they will
often respond through new and unusual mechanisms to find the low-
est energy environment.


